FREDERIC PIGUET

MOVEMENT PARTS & IDENTIFICATION

Examples:
Cartier 81 ................. F.P. 820
Ebel 83 .................. F.P. 8310
Patek Phillipe 215 ........ F.P. 21
Jaeger Le Coulter 849 .... F.P. 21
Audemars Piguet 1003 ..... F.P. 21

You do have certain variations for example: Vacheron Constantine 1003 = F.P. 21 except Click Work.

If you have or find interchangeability between Frederic Piguet & Prestige Branded Movements let us know.

A full range of Frederic Piguet Movement parts are available directly.

Frederic Piguet Cal 0015

Manual Wind, Ø 15 3/4 Ligne, Height 1.9mm, Jewels 18, Related Calibres: Calibre 151, Same as 15 with 24-Hour Hand

Frederic Piguet Cal 0021

Manual Wind, Ø 9 Ligne, Height 1.73mm, Jewels 16, Related Calibres: Calibre 211; Same as 21; Skeletonized

Frederic Piguet Cal 0071

Automatic, Ø 12 Ligne, Height 2.0mm, Jewels 35, Related Calibres: Calibre 70; See Calibre 71 Entry; Calibre 716 Same as 71 with Sub Seconds 5th.

Frederic Piguet Cal 0610

(6.10), Manual Wind, Ø 6 3/4 Ligne, Height 2.1mm, Jewels 21, Related Calibres: Calibre 615, See Entry

Frederic Piguet Cal 0615

(6.15), Automatic, Ø 6 3/4 Ligne, Height 3.7mm, Jewels 29, Related Calibres: Calibre 616, See Entry

Frederic Piguet Cal 0620

(6.20), Quartz, Ø 6 3/4 Ligne, Height 2.1mm, Jewels 7

Frederic Piguet Cal 0810

(8.10), Manual Wind, Ø 8 1/4 Ligne, Height 2.0mm, Jewels 20, Related Calibres: Calibre 815, Automatic See Entry Calibre 816, Same as 810 with Small seconds, Height 2.70, Jewels 22.

Frederic Piguet Cal 0815

(8.15), Automatic, Ø 8 1/4 Ligne, Height 3.7mm, Jewels 28, Related Calibres: See Calibre 810 Entry

Frederic Piguet Cal 0820

Picture not available at the time of going to print (8.20), Quartz, Ø 8 1/4 Ligne, Height 1.95mm, Jewels 9.

Frederic Piguet Cal 0830

Picture not available at the time of going to print (8.30), Quartz, Sweep seconds, Date, Ø 8 1/4 Ligne, Height 2.5mm, Jewels 7, Related Calibres: Calibre 9350, Same as 830 with Ø 9 Ligne Calibre 9311, Same as 830 with Ø 10 1/2 Ligne

Frederic Piguet Cal 0950

950 or 951 (9.11), Automatic, Seconds, Date Ø 9 Ligne, Height 3.25mm, Jewels 19, Related Calibres: Calibre 953, Same as 951 Without Date, Calibre 9511, Same as 951 with Ø 10 1/2 Ligne, Calibre 9531, Same as 951 with Ø 10 1/2 Ligne, Date Calibre 9516, Same as 951 with Ø 10 1/2 Ligne, 24-Hour Hand.
Frederic Piguet Calibre 1150-4 & 11.50

Automatic with Twin Barrels, Seconds, Date. Ø 11 1/2 Ligne, Height 3.25mm, Jewels 29, Related Calibres:
Calibre 1100, Manual Wind
Calibre 1105, Manual Wind with Sub. Seconds
Calibre 5050, Same as 1150-4 with module for Date/Second time zone
Calibre 5050, Same as 5050 with Sub. Seconds
Calibre 11.53, Same as 11.50 without Date
Calibre 11.60, Same as 11.50 with Sub. Seconds
Calibre 11.63, Same as 11.53 with Sub. Seconds
Calibre 54.53, Same as 11.53 with Perpetual Calendar &

Frederic Piguet Calibre 1181

Chronograph (Split Seconds), Seconds 6h, Date, Manual Wind, Ø 11 1/2 Ligne, Height 5.35mm, Jewels 30, Related Calibres:
See Calibre 1180 Entry

Frederic Piguet Calibre 1185

Picture not available at the time of going to print
Chronograph, Seconds 6h, Date, Automatic, Ø 11 1/2 Ligne, Height

Frederic Piguet Calibre 1270

Quartz, Chronograph, Seconds 6h, Date, Ø 12 Ligne, Height 4.75mm, Jewels 22, Related Calibres: See Calibre 1271 Entry.

Frederic Piguet Calibre 1271

Quartz, Chronograph (Split Seconds), Seconds 6h, Date, Ø 12 Ligne, Height 6.1mm, Jewels 23, Related Calibres: See Calibre 1270 Entry.